. 25. The differential mobility is determined as ϭ 10 Ϫ2 (w/L)(‫ץ‬G/‫ץ‬Q) where w is the 5-m gap between electrodes, L is the 5-mm length of the electrode, and the 10 Ϫ2 factor accounts for the 50 pairs of electrodes. 26. D. J. Norris, M. G. Bawendi, Phys. Rev. B 53, 16388 (1996). 27. We thank M. Shim and T. Downes for their earlier exploratory work on alkali metal doping in our laboratory. D
Two independent analyses of the same satellite-based radiative emissions data yield tropospheric temperature trends that differ by 0.1°C per decade over 1979 to 2001. The troposphere warms appreciably in one satellite data set, while the other data set shows little overall change. These satellite data uncertainties are important in studies seeking to identify human effects on climate. A modelpredicted "fingerprint" of combined anthropogenic and natural effects is statistically detectable only in the satellite data set with a warming troposphere. Our findings show that claimed inconsistencies between model predictions and satellite tropospheric temperature data (and between the latter and surface data) may be an artifact of data uncertainties.
Since 1979, atmospheric microwave emissions have been monitored by the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) flown on polar-orbiting satellites (1) . Satellite temperature measurements are mass-weighted averages of the microwave emissions from broad atmospheric layers (2) . In the mid to upper troposphere, these emissions are monitored by MSU channel 2 ("T2"). Emissions from the stratosphere are tracked by MSU channel 4 ("T4"). The MSU record currently comprises measurements from 12 different satellites. Producing homogenous data sets requires accounting for such effects as intersatellite biases, uncertainties in instrument calibration coefficients, changes in instrument body temperature, drift in sampling of the diurnal cycle, roll biases, and decay of orbital altitude (2-6). Until recently, only one group (from the University of Alabama at Huntsville; hereafter, "UAH") had generated temperature records from the raw MSU radiative emissions data (1, 2) . On the basis of these records, it has been argued that the troposphere has not warmed over the satellite era, thus casting doubt on the usefulness of climate models (which predict that anthropogenic warming should have occurred), the reliability of thermometer-based observations of surface warming, and the reality of humaninduced climate change (7) .
A second group (Remote Sensing Systems in Santa Rosa, California; "RSS") has now constructed T2 and T4 temperature data sets from the same raw radiative emissions used by UAH (Fig. 1) . Over 1979 to 2001, the global mean T2 temperatures estimated by the RSS group warm by roughly 0.1°C/ decade relative to the corresponding UAH data, which show little net change (6) .
Our goal was to explore the effects of this observational uncertainty on climate change detection results. We compared T2 and T4 temperatures from UAH and RSS with simulated MSU temperatures (8) from a climate change experiment performed with a state-ofthe-art coupled atmosphere-ocean model, the Department of Energy Parallel Climate Model (PCM) developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research and Los Alamos National Laboratory (9) . The PCM experiment ("ALL") involves combined changes in well-mixed greenhouse gases, tropospheric and stratospheric ozone, the direct scattering radiative effects of sulfate and volcanic aerosols, and solar irradiance (10, 11) . Four realizations of ALL were performed, each with identical forcing but commencing from different initial conditions of the PCM control run. The experiments start in January 1890 and finish in December 1999.
We first show comparisons of global mean changes in ALL and observations. Both modeled and observed T4 data exhibit a multidecadal cooling trend (Fig. 1A) , which is primarily attributable to stratospheric ozone depletion and to increases in well-mixed greenhouse gases (12) (13) (14) . Only the RSS T4 trend of Ϫ0.44 Ϯ 0.46°C/decade (the 95% confidence interval) is significantly different from zero at the 10% level (15-17) (Fig. 2A) .
Superimposed on this overall cooling are the stratospheric warming signatures of the El Chichón and Pinatubo volcanic eruptions, caused by increased absorption of incoming solar radiation and upwelling terrestrial infrared radiation by volcanic aerosols (13, 14) . Like other models, PCM overestimates this warming (18) , largely due to coarse vertical resolution in the stratosphere.
The observed T2 data are characterized by large El Niñ o events in 1982-83 and 1997-98 (Fig. 1B) . Fortuitously, one of the PCM realizations has an El Niñ o in 1996 with an amplitude comparable to that of the observed 1997-98 event (19) . This is consistent with PCM's ability to simulate many of the statistical characteristics of El Niñ oinduced temperature variability (20) . Another prominent feature of the observed T2 data is the cooling induced by Pinatubo. PCM's tropospheric temperature response to Pinatubo successfully captures the peak cooling, the time to reach this cooling, and the gradual recovery to pre-eruption temperature levels (21) . Although the T2 cooling in response to El Chichó n is clearly evident in PCM, it is masked in the observations by the 1982-83 El Niñ o (19) .
RSS tropospheric temperatures warm by 0.10 Ϯ 0.11°C/decade over 1979 to 1999, whereas the UAH T2 trend is close to zero (0.01 Ϯ 0.11°C/decade) (Fig. 2B ). T2 trends in the four ALL realizations lie within this observational range (22) . If temporal autocorrelation effects are accounted for (16) , only the RSS T2 trend is significantly different from zero at the 10% level (23) . Different test outcomes are obtained if autocorrelation effects are neglected ( fig. S1B ). This highlights the importance of properly accounting for temporal autocorrelation in assessing the significance of individual trends and model-data trend consistency (15, 16) .
We next investigated whether observational uncertainty influences the outcome of model-data consistency tests that rely on full patterns of temperature change. We used a standard "fingerprinting" technique (24, 25). The fingerprint 3 f is assumed to be the first Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) of the ALL ensemble mean, and therefore represents the expected climate change signal in response to a suite of anthropogenic and natural forcings. Fingerprint detection requires estimates of the internally generated climate noise for assessing statistical significance. Here, we obtained noise estimates from 300-year control runs (with no external forcings) performed with two models: PCM, and the ECHAM4/OPYC model ("ECHAM") of the Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg (26) .
Our strategy was to search for an increasing expression of 3 f in the UAH and RSS data and to estimate the "detection time"-the time at which the fingerprint becomes consistently identifiable at a stipulated 5% significance level. We tried to enhance the detectability of 3 f by rotating the fingerprint away from high noise components, yielding the optimized fingerprint 3 f *. Given the short observational record lengths, we used only the spatial properties of signal and noise in rotating 3 f. Other detection efforts involving longer data sets with more temporal structure have employed both spatial and temporal information for fingerprint optimization (27, 28) .
For surface temperature, several studies have identified an anthropogenic fingerprint even after removal of global mean changes (29, 30) . Such "mean-removed" model-data pattern comparisons, which focus on subglobal spatial scales, provide more compelling statistical evidence of fingerprint detection than global mean agreement alone. We address this issue by performing our detection analysis both with and without the global mean changes in T2 and T4 temperatures. The "mean-included" fingerprints have uniform sign and pronounced zonal structures. For T4, the externally forced signal is largest poleward of 60°S (Fig. 3A) . Highest loadings for the T2 fingerprint are in the tropics (Fig.  3C) . Removal of the spatial means emphasizes the strong equator-to-pole gradients and zonal structure in both the T4 and T2 fingerprints (Fig. 3, B and D) .
Detection times are shown in Fig. 4 . For each variable (T2 or T4), there are eight mean-included and eight mean-removed cases. Each group of eight is comprised of four nonoptimized (RAW) and four optimized (OPT) results. We considered the T4 detection times first. Without optimization, the mean-included fingerprint is identifiable in both observational data sets in 1988, only 10 years after the start of the satellite record (Fig. 4A ). This early detection arises from increasing similarity between the fingerprint and the spatially coherent pattern of stratospheric cooling common to UAH and RSS ( Fig. 3A and Fig. 5 , A and C). Such increases in pattern similarity cannot be obtained using simulated natural internal variability alone. (15, 16) . Different symbol types provide information on whether individual trends are significantly different from zero (16) . Trends were computed from the monthly mean anomaly data in Fig. 1 .
Positive detection of the nonoptimized T4 fingerprint is not driven solely by global mean behavior. Removal of spatial mean changes still yields a detectable RAW fingerprint, but only toward the end of the record (between 1997 and 2001) (Fig. 4A) . In this case, detection is due to model-data similarities in both the equator-to-pole temperature gradient and the hemispheric asymmetry of stratospheric temperature changes. In terms of the latter, both the RAW T4 fingerprint and the UAH and RSS data have larger highlatitude cooling in the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 3B and Fig. 5, A and C) . Systematic differences in the latitudinal structure of the observed cooling (Fig. 5E) probably explain why the RAW mean-removed fingerprint has slightly different detection times in the RSS and UAH data.
In our approach, 1988 is the earliest time at which fingerprint detection can occur. Because the RAW mean-included T4 fingerprint is already detectable in 1988, optimization of 3 f cannot improve this result (Fig. 4A) . When the spatial mean is removed, however, optimization markedly advances RAW detection times. For example, optimization transforms "late" detection of The detectability of tropospheric temperature change fingerprints shows greater dependence on the choice of observational data set. In the mean-included case, the RAW and OPT T2 fingerprints are consistently identifiable in RSS data, but not in UAH (Fig. 4B) . This difference in detectability is primarily due to RSS-UAH differences in global mean trends (Fig. 2B) . In contrast, the meanremoved T2 fingerprint is detectable at the 5% level in both observational data sets (in 6 of 8 cases) (Fig. 4B) . This result reflects the pronounced equator-to-pole temperature gradients common to 3 f and the observations (Fig.  3D and Fig. 5, B and D) . These gradients are preserved after removal of spatial means. As for T4, latitudinal differences in the two observed data sets (Fig. 5F ) lead to slightly different mean-removed detection times. Both T4 and T2 results show some sensitivity to the choice of noise data, with detection often achieved later if ECHAM noise is used for testing statistical significance.
The satellite data uncertainties presented here arise from different processing choices made by the UAH and RSS groups. For T2 data, UAH-RSS discrepancies are primarily related to how the two groups deal with the "instrument body effect" (IBE), and how they account for satellite drift in sampling the diurnal temperature cycle. The IBE arises from correlations between the MSU-measured brightness temperature and the temperature of the hot calibration target for the MSU instrument (2, 6) . A "target factor" quantifies this correlation. RSS and UAH arrive at different estimates of this factor, particularly for channel 2 of the MSU instrument on the NOAA-9 satellite. In this case, the UAHestimated target factor is substantially larger than the RSS target factor and the target factors of any other MSU instruments or channels (6) .
Our analysis shows that PCM's T2 changes are generally in better agreement with RSS than with UAH. Other models yield qualitatively similar results. Though simulated T2 changes in climate models run with similar forcings are larger than in PCM or either observational data set, they are still closer to RSS than to UAH (14, 31) . We cannot use model-data comparisons alone, however, to determine which of the two satellite data sets is closer to reality. One reason for this is that the estimated historical forcing used in climate model experiments does not include all possible anthropogenic influences (32) . A key forcing neglected in the present work, for example, is that arising from indirect aerosol effects. Repetition of our detection study with ECHAM fingerprints that include this forcing does not alter the primary conclusions of this paper (33) .
Consistency with observed surface temperature changes is another factor that may be useful in evaluating the reliability of the RSS and UAH MSU data. Observations of a strongly warming surface are in better accord with T2 changes in RSS than in UAH (21) . Comparisons with surface data T2 temperature change fingerprints in RSS and UAH observational data. The detection analysis uses both the mean-included and mean-removed fingerprints from Fig. 3 , with a 5% significance level as the detection threshold (25) . The longer the colored bar, the earlier the detection time. If no bar is present, fingerprints could not be identified before the final year (2001) of the observations. RAW and OPT denote detection times for nonoptimized and optimized fingerprints, respectively. To avoid the introduction of artificial skill (27) , the model control run used for optimization was always different from the control run used for estimating natural variability statistics.
must be treated cautiously, in part because T2 has a small (roughly 10%) contribution from the cooling stratosphere. Radiosonde temperature measurements afford another means of judging the quality of satellite data (2, 3) . As with MSU data, however, there is evidence that the choice of the "adjustment pathway" for radiosonde data markedly influences the size and even the sign of the estimated global-scale trend (34 ) . Furthermore, many of the largest differences between RSS and UAH T2 trends are in areas where radiosonde coverage is sparse.
Although the RSS T2 data are more consistent with both model results and surface observations, we cannot say definitively whether RSS or UAH provides a better estimate of the "true" tropospheric temperature changes. This dilemma may be resolved by analysis of complementary data sets, such as tropopause height, water vapor, and sea-surface temperature (SST) (18, 35) . Better characterization of the diurnal cycle in satellite data correction procedures would also help to reduce UAH-RSS differences.
In summary, we note two important points. First, claimed inconsistencies between satellite estimates of tropospheric temperature changes and either model results or surface temperature trends depend critically on which satellite data set is used. These inconsistencies are minimized with the RSS data. Second, our identification of a model-predicted stratospheric temperature fingerprint is robust to satellite data uncertainties. Taken together, these points strengthen the case for a pronounced human influence on global climate (36 ) . assumes a lag-1 temporal autocorrelation structure of the trend residuals, e(t). Fig. 2A) , primarily due to PCM's overestimate of the stratospheric temperature responses to El Chichón and Pinatubo (Fig. 1A) . Note that ensemble averaging reduces internally generated noise and increases the autocorrelation of trend residuals. This is why adjusted confidence intervals in the "ALL MEAN" case are not smaller than in individual ALL realizations ( Fig.  2A) (D) , respectively. The spatial patterns of differences between the UAH and RSS trend fields are given in (E) and (F) for the T4 and T2 data, respectively.
